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Message (submitted): Hi Claire Firstly congratulations on your new ministerial position.
We are contacting you today to ask - beg - that when the plans for permission for a
monstrous mega incinerator are put before you, you will be as much against this as we and
our community are here in and around Wisbech. We cannot believe that this massive
project has even been considered to be placed in the town, next to a large Comprehensive
school and surrounded by homes. The chimney on this incinerator is going to be much
higher than the Ely Cathedral Tower. The poisonous emissions from this chimney will
spread far and wide across this County - and most of this County is made up of agricultural
land, growing the food we consume. We believe that future generations will be the
sufferers of the results of these poisons. We are unsure if you are familiar with this area of
Norfolk, but we have one major road the A47 which is mostly a single carriage road and is
already backlogged permanently by normal everyday traffic. We have been told there will
be over 300 lorries from a radius of 200 miles of Wisbech arriving every day bringing non-
recyclable materials to be burnt and then those 300 lorries will return to their respective
areas with the residue to be buried in the ground! Since we became aware of this proposed
monstrosity we have written to many people in power including King Charles, Prince
William and David Attenborough to bring this to their attention in the hope that they could
intervene and STOP this proposal being allowed to be built in our town. If indeed this
incinerator is even necessary why can this not be built on remote coastline - as with
previous incinerators - whereby the poisonous gases will blow out to sea? We would be
very grateful for your comments and your support to STOP this ridiculous proposal. Many
thanks John and Anne Marsden
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